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INTRODUCTION

Protein homology is usually inferred by statistically significant sequence similarity. Since protein three-dimensional structures are generally more conserved than sequences, structural similarity can be used to find more distant homologs. Yet structural similarity does not necessarily imply homology, because it can be explained in terms of either divergent evolution or convergent evolution.¹,² Thus fold similarity is usually supplemented by other considerations to provide convincing evidence for remote homology.³,⁴ However, since internal duplications are frequently observed in molecular evolution,⁵ two structurally similar domains occurring in tandem within the same peptide chain have a much greater chance to have arisen from a duplication event than from converging to the same structure independently. In other words, these domains are most likely to be homologs, even if they lack sequence or functional similarities. For instance, although the two domains in DNA helicases exhibit different binding activities and varied sequence motifs, their close resemblance in 3D structure strongly suggests that they are homologs resulting from duplication.⁶–⁸ Therefore, looking for structural similarities between domains in the same peptide chain, one can find remote homologs while being less constrained or biased by sequence or functional considerations.

We selected cases of internal duplications from SCOP 1.69 database,⁹ constructed manual alignments for the duplicated domains, and compared these alignments to those generated by three automatic structure aligners: DALI,¹⁰,¹¹ TM-align,¹² and FAST.¹³ One of the goals of this project is to provide a library of well-constructed alignments. Manual attention to every domain pair with consideration of not only topological and spatial similarity but also sequence, structural, and functional features and other homologous proteins promises evolutionarily meaningful alignments of

ABSTRACT

We describe MALIDUP (manual alignments of duplicated domains), a database of 241 pairwise structure alignments for homologous domains originated by internal duplication within the same polypeptide chain. Since duplicated domains within a protein frequently diverge in function and thus in sequence, this would be the first database of structurally similar homologs that is not strongly biased by sequence or functional similarity. Our manual alignments in most cases agree with the automatic structural alignments generated by several commonly used programs. This carefully constructed database could be used in studies on protein evolution and as a reference for testing structure alignment programs. The database is available at http://prodata.swmed.edu/malidup.
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higher quality than those produced by any given structure alignment program. The following general principles were used in the manual alignment construction: (1) core regions were aligned and variable loops were ignored; (2) H-bonding networks in β-sheets were followed, that is, if two residues were aligned, their respective H-bond partners were also aligned; (3) gaps were avoided as much as possible, especially in secondary structure elements; (4) two residues far from each other in the spatial superposition could be aligned (e.g. equivalent positions in two corresponding yet somewhat differently oriented helices), and two residues close in the superposition could be ignored (e.g. positions in random loops that happened to be near one another); and (5) structures were usually, but not always, treated as rigid bodies.

The alignments in MALIDUP can be used as a testing set for development of structural alignment programs, algorithms for remote homology inference using structural arguments, methods for evolutionary distance estimation from structures, and profile-based sequence similarity search tools that are seeded with structure-based alignments of remote homologs. It is also applicable in various studies of protein evolution, for example, structural and functional divergence after duplication.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Selection of duplicated domains

From the SCOP database (version 1.69),9 we retrieved all the domains with the word “duplication” in their annotations and grouped them by superfamilies. Some superfamilies were removed for various reasons, for example, the two repeats were too dissimilar in 3D structure to convincingly suggest homology. To avoid redundancy, we only selected one representative structure from a SCOP superfamily, mainly based on the structure’s qualities (better resolution, smaller number of disordered residues). Currently, MALIDUP database contains 241 pairs of duplicated domains coming from 7 SCOP classes, 175-folds, and 209 superfamilies (some representative structures have more than one duplicated domain).

Pre-processing of coordinate files

For each pair, we defined the two duplicates’ boundaries by consulting SCOP annotations, taking care to delineate the duplicates as compact structural domains. We extracted the duplicates’ coordinates from the original PDB file and preprocessed these coordinate files in the following way: (1) if the two duplicates were circularly permuted relatively to each other, one of them was rearranged so that they had the same sequential order of structurally equivalent secondary structure elements; (2) the residues in every coordinate file were renumbered continuously, starting from 1; (3) the chain id in every coordinate file was changed to A regardless of the original chain id; and (4) the names of chemically modified amino acids were changed to the names of standard amino acids.

Manual and automatic alignments

We manually aligned the two duplicated domains in each pair in two steps. First, we identified corresponding secondary structure elements and superimposed the two domains in the software “Insight II.” In doing so, we tried to align each pair in an evolutionarily meaningful way whenever possible. Since homologs usually preserve their core regions due to structural or functional reasons but diverge in peripheral regions,14,15 it is reasonable to assume that structurally and topologically equivalent residues in the core regions are in most cases evolutionarily equivalent as well. For the majority of the pairs, the evolutionarily relevant, overall superposition could be easily identified by several tightly aligned loops and/or turns. For those more difficult pairs, where the structural similarity between the two domains was low and several different superpositions looked equally possible, we searched for shared sequence, structural, and functional features that were likely to have been inherited from the common ancestor.3 Such features included conformations of loops and turns, disulphide bonds, ligand-binding residues, β-bulges, α-helix caps, residues with unusual conformations, and H-bonds. These features could be found by examining the structures carefully, comparing various members in the specific SCOP superfamily, and consulting literature. An example of using these features to align duplicated domains is described in Cheng and Grishin.16 However, for a few most difficult pairs, the evolutionarily relevant superposition remained elusive even after these careful studies, and we provide several possible alignments for them. In the second step, we aligned the two domains’ sequences according to the structural superposition made in the first step. In doing so, we followed the general principles listed in “Introduction.”

The preprocessed coordinate files for every pair were submitted to three programs, DALI, TM-align, and FAST. DALI failed to output alignments for seven pairs, maybe due to the small number of secondary structural elements or low similarity. Thus, we ended up with 234 DALI alignments, 241 TM alignments, and 241 FAST alignments.

Score calculations

We used eight PSI-BLAST17 iterations with E-value threshold of 0.001 against the NCBI nonredundant database to build a sequence profile for every duplicated domain in MALIDUP. The query sequence was the entire
PDB chain, and the part corresponding to the duplicate was extracted from the final profile. The two sequence profiles for every pair were aligned by HHsearch18 with secondary structure prediction option.

To characterize a manual or automatic alignment, we calculated several scores: aligned length, sequence identity, CaRMSD, and GDT_TS.19 In addition, we computed an alignment-based COMPASS20 score in the following way: from the aforementioned sequence profiles, we extracted columns corresponding to the aligned positions in the structure alignment, the two columns for every aligned position were scored by the COMPASS scoring function, and the final alignment-based COMPASS score was calculated as the sum over all the aligned positions.

To calculate the consensus score (a score characterizing how well an alignment matches the consensus of several aligners), we first delineated the “common positions” — those positions that were aligned in the same way by at least two of the four aligners, and then we counted how many of these common positions were correctly aligned by a specific aligner and divided this number by the total number of positions aligned by this aligner.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To characterize the content of the newly defined MALIDUP database, we first show that MALIDUP contains many very remote homologs by computing the HHsearch probabilities for the 241 pairs. Then we demonstrate the high quality of the manual alignments by comparing them to the automatic alignments generated by different programs.
all of the three agreements are above 0.5; for 37 pairs, two of the three agreements are above 0.5; and for 9 pairs, one of the three agreements is above 0.5.

**An example**

*Thermus thermophilus* V-type ATP synthase subunit C has three structural domains. Figure 3(A) shows the Manual and DALI superpositions of domain 1 and domain 2. These two superpositions differ by a one-turn shift of the mutual positions of the corresponding helices, resulting in 3- or 4-residue shifts in the sequence alignments shown in Figure 3(B). Thus the agreement between Manual and DALI alignments is only 1%. A detailed inspection of the two domains reveals several structural features in support of the manual alignment, for example, in domain 1, the side chain of Asn95 forms H-bonds with the backbone of Leu115, and in domain 2, their respective equivalent residues, Asn200 and Leu219, form H-bonds in the same fashion. Furthermore, with a high probability of 96.2%, HHsearch independently arrives at an alignment that agrees with the manual alignment in most parts. Therefore, we are confident that the manual alignment is evolutionarily meaningful. For this pair, the agreement between Manual alignment and TM or FAST alignment is 61 or 73%, respectively.

**Comparison of alignment-based scores**

Six scores, namely aligned length, sequence identity, RMSD, GDT_TS, COMPASS, and consensus, were calculated for every pair based on alignments generated by the four aligners (DALI, TM-align, FAST, and Manual) as described in "Materials and Methods." The results are shown in Table T1.

Compared with DALI and TM-align, FAST and Manual alignments are generally shorter but have better sequence identity, RMSD, and COMPASS score. DALI and TM-align appear less conservative and align more residues in the peripheral regions.

The consensus of individual programs has been shown to deliver better performance in structure predictions and multiple sequence alignments. In the same spirit, we calculate a consensus score for each of the four aligners as described in "Materials and Methods." This consensus score equals the percent of an alignment that
Table I

Mean and Standard Error of Various Scores for Each Aligner

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DALI</th>
<th>TM-align</th>
<th>FAST</th>
<th>Manual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aligned length (a.a.)</td>
<td>86.26 ± 2.78</td>
<td>87.26 ± 2.87</td>
<td>75.14 ± 2.54</td>
<td>78.16 ± 2.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence identity (%)</td>
<td>16.95 ± 0.73</td>
<td>16.42 ± 0.72</td>
<td>17.88 ± 0.74</td>
<td>18.00 ± 0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSD (Å)</td>
<td>2.74 ± 0.07</td>
<td>2.63 ± 0.05</td>
<td>2.56 ± 0.07</td>
<td>2.49 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDT_TS (%)</td>
<td>65.96 ± 0.85</td>
<td>67.72 ± 0.78</td>
<td>67.12 ± 0.94</td>
<td>68.53 ± 0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPASS</td>
<td>3.65 ± 0.86</td>
<td>2.53 ± 0.86</td>
<td>5.37 ± 0.87</td>
<td>5.23 ± 0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consensus (%)</td>
<td>82.57 ± 1.29</td>
<td>74.68 ± 1.54</td>
<td>87.38 ± 1.24</td>
<td>91.48 ± 0.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The mean and the standard error of the mean for each score and each aligner. For RMSD, a smaller value is better; for all other scores, a larger value is better. The best mean in each row is bolded.

is aligned in the same way by at least two of the four aligners, assuming that similarities captured by different aligners are more likely to be true. Manual alignments have the best average consensus score, as well as GDT_TS, RMSD, and sequence identity, suggesting that manual alignments have the highest overall quality. The average length of manual alignments lies between FAST and DALI alignments, indicating a reasonable compromise in the number of aligned residues.

Web interface

The website for MALIDUP (http://prodata.swmed.edu/malidup) lists all the pairs in this database. Clicking on a pair name redirects the browser to that pair’s specific page, which displays the basic information about the two duplicated domains, the alignment-based scores, and the manual and automatic structure alignments. The structural superpositions can be downloaded in PDB format or can be viewed in PyMol (http://pymol.sourceforge.net/). In addition, the whole database can be downloaded as a compressed file from ftp://iole.swmed.edu/pub/cheng/duplication/dup.tar.
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